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Observational Evidence

Two main classes of evidence:

I Gravitational effects

I Matter content of the Universe (ΛCDM)
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Bullet Cluster [luminous/dark displacement]

Figure: Red: baryonic matter/hot gas (X-ray imaging); Blue: dark
matter (gravitational lensing)
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Gravitational Effects

I ”Flattening” of galaxy rotation curves

I Primordial structure formation (needs matter
NOT interacting with radiation)

I Gravitational lensing and baryonic/DM
displacement (Bullet Cluster)

I Hot gas in clusters (gravitational wells needed)

I Kaiser effect (redshift distortion due to peculiar
velocities → Dark Matter?)



Evidence for Matter Content in the Universe

I CMB peaks

I Supernovae measurements

I Primordial nucleosynthesis



Possible Types of Dark Matter

DM particles initially in thermal equilibrium with SM particles
[mass MX and freezing temperature Tf ]:

I Hot dark matter (HDM): Tf > MX ,MX < 1 eV [relativistic
at decoupling and radiation-matter transition]

I Warm dark matter (WDM): Tf > MX ,MX > 1 eV
[relativistic at decoupling, nonrelativistic at transition]

I Cold dark matter (CDM): Tf < MX [nonrelativistic since
decoupling]

Structure formation simulations ⇒ CDM



Figure: From left to right: structure formation with hot, warm, cold dark
matter [hiararchical structures only with CDM]
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Figure: Left: density profiles - cored Burkert (dashed) and cuspy NWF
(solid). Right: galaxy rotation curve (dots - data points, blue solid -
Burkert fit, red dashed - NWF fit, green dots - baryonic disk)
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baryonic mass]



Figure: Tully-Fisher relation: circles - data (dark-blue - star-dominated
galaxies, light-blue - gas-dominated galaxies), dotted line - v4 fit
(empirical), dashed line - v3 fit (theoretical)
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I Tully-Fisher relation: L ∝ Mb ∝ v4
a [asymptotic rotation

speed, almost entirely defined by the DM halo, REFLECTS
baryonic mass]

I Satellite galaxy plane problem [satellite galaxies orbit a
single plane]

I Universal rotation curve (Salucci, Karukes, 2017; Salucci,
Turini, 2017) [galaxy RCs similar in normalized units]



Figure: Superimposed rotation curves of many galaxies, normalized to
optical radius and velocity (black stars - averaged URC)



But... are these clues real?



Including baryonic matter in simulations may fix some of the
problems:

I ”Core-cusp”: intensive star formation and resulting depletion
of baryonic potential wells? (Read, Walker, Steger, 2018;
Pontzen, Governato, 2011)

I ”Missing satellites”: baryonic disk ”swallowing” extra
satellite galaxies? (Garrison-Kimmel et al., 2017; Kim, Peter,
Hargis, 2017; Brooks, Kuhlen, Zolotov, Hooper, 2013)

I Tully-Fisher relation: baryonic/supernova feedback
(Steinmetz, Navarro, 1999; De Rossi, Tissera, Pedrosa,
2010)? Limiting case of more complex relation (Di Paolo,
Salucci, Fontaine, 2018)?



Dark Matter Candidates
DM non-hot and nonbaryonic (CMB, primordial structures) ⇒ standard
candidates (MACHOs, neutrinos) excluded, need new object(s):

I Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs)?

I Primordial black holes (PBHs)?

I Sterile neutrinos?

I Fuzzy dark matter/axions?

I Dark sector?

I Dynamical (decaying) DM?

I Modified gravity (MOND)?

I Dark fluid?



”WIMP Miracle”

I From Maxwell-Boltzmann, DM density at freeze-out:

n(Tf ) ≈ gXT
3
f ( x

2π )3/2e−x (x = mX
Tf

)

I DM nonrelativistic ⇒ n(Tf ) = n(T )(Tf
T )3 = ρcΩX

mX
(g Tf

T )3

I ΩX ∼ 0.27 (Planck) ⇒ x3/2e−x ∼ 10−8GeV
mX

:
mX ∼100 GeV-10 TeV ⇒ x ∼ 25− 30

I ”Freeze-out” temperature:

H = Γ ⇒ T 2
f

M̄P
= n(Tf ) < σv > ⇒

< σv >= T 3x
M̄PρcΩX

∼ 3 ∗ 10−26cm3/s

I For v ∼ 0.1 c, σ ∼ α2

M2
w

- typical weak cross section



WIMP Types

New conserved quantum number to prevent WIMP decays into
SM particles:

1. SUSY particles (neutralinos, gravitinos): R-parity
(PR = (−1)3B+L+2S); masses of order ΛSSB

M̄P

2. Kaluza-Klein modes: KK parity (reflection in the compact
dimension)

3. Little Higgs: T-parity



WIMP Detection

I Collider production (LHC): NO evidence so far

I Indirect detection
(XX → γγ,XX → νν̄,XX → W+W−): AMS-02 and
ARCADE 2 positron excess?

I Direct detection (liquid gases, crystals, semiconductors,
DNA, etc.): NO (?) evidence



WIMP Detection

Most experiments see nothing, BUT...



DAMA/LIBRA Result

I NaI (Tl)-based DAMA/LIBRA observes an annually
modulated signal! CDMS also detected some events above
the background (?)

I Other detectors use other materials, no exact copy of
DAMA so far (not even COSINE-100), so the signal may be
real

I However, may not be a WIMP



Primordial Black Holes

I Form after inflation from collapse of primordial
perturbations; would explain ”missing satellites” and absence
of non-gravitational DM interactions

I Effects: gravitational lensing, CMB anisotropies,
reionization observations, GWs from mergers, Hawking
radiation (?)

I Three ranges (Carr, 2019): intermediate [A] (10− 103M�),
sublunar [B] (1020 − 1024 g), asteroid [C] (1016 − 1017 g)

I PBHs with M ≥ 1% M�: claimed to be no more than 40%
of DM (Zumalacarregui, Seljak, 2018); also incompatible
with WIMPs (Adamek, Byrnes, Gosenca, Hotchkiss, 2019)



BH constraints

EG - extragalactic gamma rays
F - femtolensing of γ-ray bursts
WD - white dwarf explosions
NS - neutron star capture
K - Kepler microlensing of stars
ML - MACHO/EROS/OGLE
microlensing of stars and
quasars
E - star cluster survival in
Eridanus II
WB - wide-binary disruption
DF - dynamical friction on halo
objects
mLQ - millilensing of quasars
LSS - large-scale structure
generation through Poisson
effects
WMAP, FIRAS - accretion
effects



Conclusions on PBHs

I Astrophysical BHs: a real DM candidate, distinguishable
from particle candidates (in high-resolution simulations,
”dark fluid” description breaks down)

I Microscopic BHs: not well understood, but their fraction
should be negligible



Sterile Neutrinos

I Sterile νs are warm DM: cored profiles and suppress
large wavenumbers

I WDM candidates: gravitino (SUSY) and sterile
neutrino (seesaw)

I Unclear observational status: NO results from IceCube
and MiniBooNE, mild deviations from three-ν model
at LSND, later run of MiniBooNE; B-decays

I Sterile neutrinos ARE a viable DM candidate; unlikely
to be the full story, since WDM is constrained



Fuzzy Dark Matter

I Ultralight scalar boson with action inspired by [compactified]
p-forms of string/M-theory (Witten, Svrcek, 2006)

S =
∫
d4x
√
−g [ 1

2∂µφ∂
µφ− m2

2 φ
2]

I EOM in nonrelativstic limit: nonlinear Schrodinger

i∂tψ = − 1
2m4ψ + mUψ

I In Madelung representation (ψ =
√
ρe iθ, ~v = 1

m
~∇θ): Euler

equations with quantum pressure

∂tρ+ ~∇(ρ~v) = 0

∂t~v + (~∇~v)~v = −~∇U+ 1
2m2

~∇(
4√ρ√
ρ )



FDM Phenomenology

I CDM-like structure formation (Schive, Chiueh, Broadhurst,
2014)

I Bose stars (Levkov, Tkachev, Panin, 2018): explosions may
explain astrophysical phenomena (21 cm, fast radio bursts)

I Slower BH mergers, disk thickening, decelerated
dynamical friction (Fornax puzzle), dark-bright
interference patterns (Witten, Hui, Ostriker, Tremain, 2017)

I Reproduces Tully-Fisher (J. W. Lee, H. C. Kim, J. Lee, 2019)

I But: constrained by Lyman-α forest (Iri, Viel et al., 2017;
Kobayashi, Iri, Viel et al., 2017), and problematic due to
quantum measurement (Helfer, 2018)



Figure: Simulations of large-scale structure: FDM (L), CDM (R)



Dark Sector

I More than one DM particle, ”visible” sector smaller than
”invisible” ? (Acharya, Ellis, Kane, Nelson, Perry, 2016)

I E.g.: mirror (Alice) matter (from E8⊗ E8 heterotic strings;
baryon asymmetry), reproduces Tully-Fisher (Foot, Silagadze,
2013; Foot, Silagadze, Chaschina, 2016)

I Detectable by ”portals” and mixings, and DM halo
”friction” (NO evidence so far) (Harvey, Massey et al., 2015;
Massey et al., 2018)

I Likely confined in dark atoms/hadrons (DAMA, 3.5 keV
Peseus cluster line) or dark stars/planets ⇒ EFT or GR
description



Dynamical Dark Matter

I Can decay into SM particles if decay widths
are balanced against abundances (Dienes,
Thomas, 2012)

I May be observable by surface detectors for
long-lived particles (MATHUSLA)

I Possible explanation for H0 tension between
CMB and later epochs (Chudaykin, Gorbunov,
Tkachev, 2016)



Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND)

I Physical acceleration vs Newtonian value:

aN = a ∗ µ(
a

a0
)

µ(x)→ 1 at large x and µ→ x at small x

I In “deep MOND” regime ⇒ Tully-Fisher:

v2

r
= a =

√
a0aN =

√
GMBa0

r
⇒ MB ∝ v 4

I a0 ∼
√

Λ: how does it “know” about Dark Energy?

I OK (!) for Rotation Curves, NOT for structure formation
and Bullet Cluster ⇒ Dynamical field imitating
gravity?



MOND from Scale Invariance

I EOM for test particle: v2

r = −∂φ
∂r ; if potential doesn’t scale ⇒

invariant under t → λt, ~r → λ~r in deep MOND regime

I In Newtonian action

S =
∑ mi

2

∫
v2
i dt −

1
8πG

∫
(~∇φ)2dtd3x

first term scales like λ, but second scales like λ2

I EOMs invariant under rescaling ⇒ third power of ~∇φ, i. e.
non-analytic kinetic term: ((~∇φ)2)3/2

I Connection to the de Sitter symmetry?



Superfluid Dark Matter

I Lagrangian given by (Khoury, Berezhani, 2015):

L = −1
2
(|∂µΦ|2 + m2|Φ|2)− Λ4

6(Λ2
c+|Φ|2)6 (|∂µΦ|2 + m2|Φ|2)3

I In deep potential wells, effective Lagrangian for
phonons:

L = 2Λ(2m)3/2

3
χ3/2 − α Λ

MP
θρb

(χ = θ̇ −mU − (~∇θ)2

2m
)

I ”Fuzzy” phenomenology+vortices, two components
(Abell 520); reproduces gravitational lensing
(Hossenfelder, Mistele, 2018)



Emergent Gravity

I (E. Verlinde, 2010): In AdS, 3D gravity emerges from
information on 2D boundary (entropy ∼ area)

I (E. Verlinde, 2016): dS as AdS ”excited state”, DM and DE
from extra volume-law contribution to entropy; elastic
”dark fluid” which ”evaporates” in gravitational wells

I Covariant formulation via a vector field: dS solution,
correct physical-Newtonian acceleration (Hossenfelder,
2017):

L =
M2

P
L2 χ

3/2 +
λ2M2

P
L4 (uµu

µ)2 − uµuν
Lu Tµν

(χ = 1
3ε

2 − 1
4εµνε

µν , εµν = ∇µuν +∇νuµ, L = 1
a0

)



Figure: Physical vs Newtonian acceleration from baryonic matter (blue:
data points; red: CEG; dotted: Newton)



Figure: Same at different redshifts (left - CEG, centre - MOND, right -
dark matter)



Overview

Top-down approach: String Theory contains too many
candidates, other theories like asymptotic safety make NO
predictions so far...

Bottom-up & see effective descriptions matching data:

I Astrophysical objects (PBHs and dark stars/planets):
described by Newtonian gravity/GR, detectable by
gravitational effects (GWs, gravitational lensing) and X-ray
bursts (21 cm, CMB)

I Particles (WIMPs, SUSY, sterile νs, dark atoms/hadrons):
described by QFT, direct and indirect detection

I Fields (fuzzy DM, Verlinde, Khoury): described by Classical
Field Theory, detectable by collective and nonlocal effects
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Unexplained Astrophysical Phenomena

May or may not be related to dark matter:

I EDGES 21 cm anomaly: does DM heat the gas and/or
cool the CMB background?

I AMS-02 positron excess: does DM self-annihilate into
Standard Model particles?

I ARCADE 2 radio background excess

I Fast radio bursts (FRBs)



Large-scale structure well described by Voronoi diagrams; is
there an underlying physical reason?


